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         Firearm Cleaning 
 
Cleaning of  Firearms—CarWell CP90/Rust Cop 
     
CarWell CP90/RUST COP is a favorite of black powder enthusiasts as CarWell  lifts spent 
powder deposits and suspends them from both black and smokeless powder firearms.  
 
CarWell aids in breaking up caked powder deposits which can be easily lifted with a standard cleaning patch or            
use of the Bullfrog Gun Wipes. 
 
CarWell is a thin film inhibitor which means the product will easily migrate to the tightest of assemblies to  
lubricate and protect the weapon as a whole for months at a time. If the weapon is stored out of the environment 
and in a case or safe, one can easily get a year or possible more for protection with the use of CarWell. We always 
suggest inspecting your weapons once every 6 months to insure nothing was missed in the last firearm lay up if 
one has not been to the range or field to use the weapon. 
 
Tests performed by Hawaii Army National Guard discovered smooth operation, excellent corrosion control 
and perhaps most importantly a reduction in weapon jam, however, CarWell is not meant as a replacement for out 
of adjustment clips or feeders as these systems require occasional adjustment to insure proper feeding of rounds 
will occur. 
 
CarWell will insure that a smooth operation will occur and if the weapon is in proper adjustment the smoother 
operation means less handling noise (noise in handling: as in physical vibration due to irregular chambering of 
rounds) during target acquisition and rapid firing. 

 
Cleaning of  Firearms—Bullfrog Lubricant 
 
Bullfrog Lubricant is a medium film inhibitor that will leave a higher film behind than the                                     
thin film CarWell CP90/Rust Cop.  
 
Bullfrog Lubricant film is designed so that years of protection will occur after application.           
Should the weapon owner want to lay up their weapons for a year or more, Bullfrog Lubricant  
will perform up to 3 years in open atmosphere, longer time interval for gun safe/gun bag storage. 
Again, 6 month interval inspections should not be halted as these inspections will insure you willl get 
what is expected with any application of CPC (corrosion prevention compounds). 
 
Since there are more than one choice of ways to provide weapons protection, we leave it up to the 
consumer to decide what works best for them, while pointing out the differences of each product and what one 
can expect. 
 
 
Note: 
Go to Products Link on our site for details on CarWell Rust Cop/CP90 and Bullfrog Lubricant. 
Go to Buy Now Link on our site for CarWell Rust Cop/CP90 and Bullfrog retail locations. 
Go to Contact Link on our site for industrial sales and further questions. 

Available in Aerosol or liquid 


